
MTB DEFENDER

BLACK | YELLOW BLACK | ORANGE

SIZE 38-39-40-41-42-43-44-45-46-47-48

UPPER POLITEX SUEDE EFFECT UPPER - MESH

SOLE OUTDOOR SOLE

COLOUR 

2019|2020  CYCLING COLLECTION 

TECNOLOGY  
OUTDOOR SOLE

·· The OUTDOOR rubber high performance sole has the correct density for variable trial conditions and has been designed to provide excellent grip and to easily expel mud and debris. 4-holes plate for SPD pedals. Cleat area studied to facilitate hook 
and unhook of the pedal and a excellent adherence with its supporting surface. 

TECNO-3 SYSTEM
·· SIDI’s TECHNO-3 SYSTEM dials in fit along the entire length of the shoe, adapting the upper to the shape of the foot for a 
customized fit. SIDI’s famously reliable and replaceable closures are improved by an all new proprietary SIDI Wire material 
that is completely non-binding for intuitive and effortless on-the-fly adjustments. Like most SIDI small parts, the TECNO-3 

SYSTEM is serviceable and replaceable.

SIDI HEEL CUP

·· Reinforced cup that stabilizes and supports the heel. Anatomically shaped plastic, reduces heel slip and provides 
increased power transfer. Provides additional foot protection in the event of a crash. 

·· Higher inner profile to protect the malleolus area.  ·· Polyurethane shock absorber on the external area with inner padding. ·· Toe end made with abrasion resistant material

Deal for Enduro-trail.dh
Heel and tongue loop for fast and easy fit.

https://www.recreationid.com/sidi/


Materiale Politex
The “politex” material is constructed of several overlapping layers with different physical-mechanical properties, the compacted PVC is then coupled to two fabrics (knitted fabric + felt) that is then is film dyed for long-lasting color retention. “Politex” 
offers strong resistance to ripping, laceration, stretching and fading. “Politex” is made in strict compliance with European regulations and is a totally “green” product.

Suola Outdoor
The OUTDOOR rubber high performance sole has the correct density for variable trial conditions and has been designed to provide excellent grip and to easily expel mud and debris. 4-holes plate for SPD pedals.

Check out an excellent selection of cycling clothing we offer on our website.

https://www.recreationid.com/cycling-clothing.html



